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**ABSTRACT**


**ABSTRACT**

The scientific approach in the learning process. There are still some problems in applying the five main procedures of the Scientific Approach in learning activities. Activities must be by the stages of the Scientific Approach. This study aimed to analyze the type of communication between junior high school students during speaking class in junior high school who applied the 2013 curriculum. This study was qualitative using a qualitative design. Data collection is done through direct observation. In data collection, the study used a cellular recorder. In addition, observation sheets were also used to obtain data. Data were taken descriptively. The results of this study indicate that the teacher applies a 15-dimensional Communication Strategy, namely Literal Translation, Code Switching, Pantomime, Message Reduction, Message Substitution, Repetition, Use of Fillers, Verb Strategy Maker, Self Accuracy, Response, Asking Clarification, Asking for Confirmation, Asking for Help, Repetition Request, and Comprehension Comprehension. Of the 15 strategies applied, Response has the highest proportion of events around 23.72%. Meanwhile, students only use seven dimensions of Communication Strategy. Those are Self-Improvement, Self-Improvement, Pantomime, Code Switching, Use of Fillers, Expressing Disappointment, Explanation of Repetition, Pantomime has the highest occurrence. That is 34.21% occurrence.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The learning process in the 2013 Curriculum is not only focused on the knowledge and focused on the skills and the affective domain (Sadaf & Johnson, 2017; Winatha et al., 2018). The learning activities that apply the scientific approach are designed in five main procedures: observing, questioning, exploring, associating, and communicating (Davidi et al., 2021; Salim Nahdi & Cahyaningsih, 2018). By integrating those five main procedures, the students will change their role from passive participants who only listen to the teacher’s explanation to active participants. It means that the students not only listen to the teacher’s description, but they also required to involve themselves in the learning process by reading, writing, speaking, and discussing or being engaged in solving the problem and gaining knowledge (Dumitrescu et al., 2014; Sutarto, 2017).

English as the Foreign Language in 2013 Curriculum has several skills that should be taught in the learning process in 2013 Curriculum such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking (Kusumawati et al., 2017). In this research, the writers tend to focus on the speaking skills during the learning process as speaking is one of the essential skills in language learning, and it is the key to active communication (Liyana & Kurniawan, 2019;
Sharif Matthews & López, 2019). However, the current problem is that many children still lack English language skills (Yussnidar, 2014). Students find it difficult to memorize every word in English (Megawati, 2016).

Based on the preliminary observation in one of the junior high schools in Singaraja, the researcher found that the teacher implemented and integrated the Scientific Approach in the learning process. In implementing the five main procedures of the Scientific Approach in the learning activity, the researcher found several problems. The details of the activities should be following the stages of the Scientific Approach in which the first stage is Observation, the second is Question, the third is Exploration, and then continued by Association, and the last is Communication. It is often found that the teacher sometimes does not apply the procedures well. The researcher observed that the teacher sometimes missed several stages. In the 2013 Curriculum, the students must become active participants in the classroom and follow the teacher’s instruction during the lesson.

The second problem that the researcher often finds is communicating each of the learning phases in the 2013 Curriculum. There are still several problems encountered, such as the students who are not fully engaged in the classroom and the communication that sometimes goes in one-way communication. The teacher should communicate the lesson well and use appropriate communication strategies to motivate the students to be active. Communication is the act of transferring information from one person to another person. In terms of education and learning, communication can be formulated as the teacher’s actions in sharing the knowledge to the students (Mills et al., 2021; Wonodipho, 2019). In teaching and learning, communication is essential to be done by the teacher and the students because communication is the act of transferring knowledge from the teacher and the students or vice versa (Wungguli & Yahya, 2020; Zhang, 2021). The teacher will also communicate the teaching and learning goals by sharing and explaining the teaching material to the students. In the interaction process, the students use a communication strategy in responding to the teacher (Nordin, 2015; Setiyani et al., 2020).

In terms of how to communicate, communication can be divided into three types: verbal communication, non-verbal communication, and written communication (Indah Perawansa et al., 2019; Madleňák, 2015). Verbal communication means communication that uses spoken words to communicate the message (Achim et al., 2021). Non-verbal communication includes body language, gestures, facial expressions, or postures (Harrison, 2021). Non-verbal communication can set the tone of communication. At the same time, written communication is the communication that is essential for communicating complicated situations such as statistics or data. Written communication is used when verbal communication cannot fully convey the intended message. In the learning process, the three types of communication can be used by both the teacher and the students. In using every kind of communication, specific strategies can be applied to help the communicator convey the message (Atabekova et al., 2021; Saddhono et al., 2019). The strategies employed by a speaker to get the message and express their meaning when faced with some difficulties are called communication strategies (Nordin, 2015; Wungguli & Yahya, 2020). The teaching and learning process that aims to transfer and receive knowledge between the teacher and the students would require a communication strategy.

Several researchers have raised the topic of communication strategy in the learning process. The study showed that the students use several communication strategies to overcome difficulties (Ao et al., 2019; Paul et al., 2020). Based on research results, the students are likely to use different communication strategies to convey their intended idea and remain in communication (Kembara et al., 2018; Nakanishi et al., 2019). In this research, the researcher is interested in raising the same topic about communication strategy used in the learning process. The difference from the study that other researchers did lies in the curriculum used in the learning process. The researcher emphasizes on the use of communication strategies in speaking based on 2013 Curriculum. In this research the researcher is interested in investigating the communication strategies used by the teacher and the students in speaking class based on 2013 curriculum. The purpose of this study was to analyze the communication strategies of junior high school students when taught by an English teacher during speaking class at SMP Negeri 1 Singaraja who applied the 2013 Curriculum.

2. METHOD

The research was a descriptive qualitative study. It is observational research that involves the researcher in observing the subject of the study. The research was conducted at SMPN 1 Singaraja. The topics of the study were the teacher and the students in SMP N 1 Singaraja. The reason for choosing the eighth class is because the eighth class has a learning experience based on the 2013 curriculum. The data collection process is related to how the data are collected to reach the purpose of the study. In managing the data, the researcher conducted several procedures, namely: Asking permission (Before collecting the data, the researcher visited the headmaster of SMP N 1 Singaraja for asking permission to conduct research or observation in that place.), Statement (In collecting the data for this study, the researcher collected the data by conducting observation, and the data were recorded in the observation sheet.), Collecting some photos or video recorder (During the process of collecting the data, the researcher also took some photos or video recorder when the teacher communicated with students during the learning activity.), Note-taking (In the process of data collection, there were several essential things found by the
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

In this research, the teacher’s communication strategy is defined as EFL teacher’s communication techniques implemented during the speaking class based on the 2013 Curriculum at the eighth grade in the State Junior Secondary School 1 Singaraja. After observing the two different courses from the beginning to the end, the following data were gathered in the pre-activity, while-activity, and post-activity. Based on the results of data analysis, there were 15 types implemented by the teacher, and there were 18 types of Communication strategies that were not executed during the teaching process. The highest system implemented by the teacher was Responses (23.72%), and the second strategy implemented was Code Switching (21.79%) and followed by Repetition (16.67%). After that, it was followed by Literal Translation (13.46%) and Mime (7.05%) of occurrences. The other percentage of affairs was Comprehension Check (5.77%) and Asking for Confirmation (2.56%). The other portion of circumstances was Use of Fillers (1.92%), Asking for Clarification (1.92%), Message Replacement (1.28%), Asking for Repetition (1.28%), Message Reduction (0.64%), Verbal Strategy Marker (0.64%), Appeals for Help (0.64%) and Own Accuracy (0.64%). Then the other percentage of occurrences (0.00%) was Message Abandonment, Circumlocution, Approximation, Use of all-purpose, Word Coinage, Restructuring, Foreignizing, Use of Similar Sounding Words, Mumbling, Omission, Retrieval Saying, Self-rephrasing, Self-repair, Feigning Understanding, Guessing, expressing nonunderstanding, and Interpretive Summary, in which all of those types of Communication Strategy did not implement by the teacher.

Based on the results of data analysis, there were only 7 Communication Strategies used by the students, and 25 Communication Strategies did not implement during the class. The students’ highest frequency of Communication Strategies during the course was Mime (34.21%), followed by fillers (26.32%). The following frequency of Communication Strategy used by the students was Self-Repair (15.79%), Retrieval (13.16%), and Expressing Non-Understanding (5.26%). Than Asking for Repetition and Foreignizing had 2.63% of occurrences. In this study, the researcher investigated the teacher’s communication strategies and used by the students in speaking class at SMP Negeri 1 Singaraja.

Discussion

The taxonomy of communication strategies used by the teacher is proposed by Dornyei and Scott (1997). The researcher applied this taxonomy was because Dornyei and Scott have complex types rather than the other taxonomy. There are three types of communication strategies: Direct Strategies, Indirect Strategies, and Interactional Strategies (J. Y. H. Chan, 2021; Rafik-Galea et al., 2012). The direct approach consists of 18 dimensions (message abandonment, message reduction, message replacement, circumlocution, approximation, use of all-purpose word, word-coinage, restructuring, literal translation, foreignizing, code-switching, use of similar-sounding words, mumbling, omission, retrieval saying, mime, self-rephrasing, and self-repair). Indirect strategies consist of four dimensions (use of fillers, repetition, verbal strategy maker, and feigning understanding. And the last interactional approach consists of ten sizes (appeals for help, comprehension check, own-accuracy check,
asking for repetition, asking for clarification, asking for confirmation, guessing, expressing non-understanding, interpretive summary, and responses) (Coffelt et al., 2019; Yaniawati et al., 2019).

From the result of the observation that has been stated in the findings, in which the phase of the teaching process has been divided into three-phase (Pre-Activity, during Activity, and Post Activity), the results showed that in Pre-activity the teacher implemented six sub-categories of Communication strategies from the three types of CS. The six sub-categories mentioned above were three sub-categories from Direct Strategies (Message Replacement, Mime, and Literal Translation), one sub-category of Indirect Strategy (Repetition), and two categories of Interactional Strategies (Comprehension Check and Responses). The Communication Strategies implemented in Pre-activity were executed by the teacher when the teacher did apperception before starting the teaching process and conveyed the learning competence or the activity plan. For example, when the teacher did apperception, the teacher implemented Literal translation, e.g., “So what verb do you know? Verb apa yang masih kalian ingat?”. Literal Translation means translating a lexical item, an idiom, a compound word, or structure. From the example of utterance stated above, it is shown that at first, the teacher asked the students in English then translated the exclamation expressed before into Bahasa (Formatting Citation). That kind of strategy means that the teacher emphasized the purpose and meaning of the words (Filgona et al., 2017; Simatupang et al., 2020). Besides Literal Translation, Message Replacement and mime were also the Communication Strategies implemented when the teacher did apperception before the teaching process started (C. S. C. Chan, 2021; Subandi et al., 2018). In apperception, the Indirect Strategies which the teacher intensely implements was Repetition. In reminding the students’ memory through the lesson and warming up before starting the class, the teacher implemented many repetition strategies (Dwi et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2020).

There were four direct strategies, one indirect strategy dimension, and two interactional strategies (Arsy et al., 2020; Kemp, 2017). The dimensions of direct strategies used by the students are code-switching, retrieval saying, mime, and self-repair. The size of indirect strategies used by the students was the use of fillers. And the last the dimensions of interactional strategies used by the students were asking for repetition and expressing non-understanding. Based on the data displayed in the findings above, it is shown that in Pre-Activity, the students only used the Mime strategy as part of Direct strategies. The students gave a response to the teacher utterance only by non-verbal expression. They were using the non-verbal strategy in place of lexical items such as gestures, mime, facial expression, or sound imitation (Harrison, 2021; Putri, 2018). At that situation, when the teacher conveyed something to the students for example, when the teacher asked the students to write down something, the students were not responding by saying anything but they only responded by using gestures such as the students directly wrote down what was commanded by the teacher (Morgan et al., 2021; Nugrahadi et al., 2016).

The teacher implemented 15 dimensions of Communication Strategies. From the 15 strategies implemented by the teacher, the teacher's highest occurrences of the strategy were Responses. The students used seven dimensions of Communication Strategy; dimension Communication Strategy used by the students were Retrieval saying, Self-Repair, Mime, Code Switching, Use Of Fillers, Expressing Non-Understanding, and Asking For Repetition. Suggestion for the teacher (The teacher is expected to enrich the knowledge about Communication Strategy, which can be used during the teaching process to make the students get the point of what has been conveyed by the teacher. Although there were several dimensions of Communication Strategy implemented by the teacher during the teaching process, the teacher needs to implement it based on the context.) Suggestion for the students (The students are suggested to use more Communication Strategies during the learning process because it can increase the student's participation during the teaching and learning process to get the two-way communications between the teacher and the students.)

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the findings described above, the teacher implemented more communication strategies than the students. The implementation of communication strategy in the class was affected by so many aspects, and both came from the teacher and the students. The teacher used more communication strategies to transmit the message to the students and get the result of understanding from the students. And the less implementation of communication strategy by the students can be due to the students’ knowledge and the students’ activity level.
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